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River Lakes and Coorong Action Group Introduction and position statement

The River Lakes and Coorong Action Group (RLCAG) is an independent community organisation with a track record of more than 12 years’ advocacy for the health of the Murray Darling Basin system.

The River is the main stakeholder in our organisation. We are critically concerned with the health of the river system as a whole, with a fair allocation of water for all users as well as the environment.

We have engaged with Murray Darling Basin matters through submissions, symposia, meetings and campaigns since 2006 when the group formed to stop the building of a weir at Wellington. Members of the organisation, in particular founding member Henry Jones, were closely involved in the development of the Murray Darling Basin Plan.

Membership of RLCAG includes community members, farmers, fishers, scientists, environmentalists, tourism operators and other small business owners from around the region of Lake Alexandrina, Lake Albert, the Coorong and Murray Mouth. The group represents a great deal of local knowledge, both practical and scientific.

While RLCAG is a disparate group, members are united by their desire never again to see the effects of overallocation upstream impact on this region as it did during the drought of 2008. We fear the next drought, which may well be beginning, the inundation of sea water, the death of the Coorong and the extinction of species.
The River Lakes and Coorong Action Group welcomed the Water Act of 2007 and supports the Murray Darling Basin Plan. We believe that Basin state governments, the Australian Government and the Murray Darling Basin Authority are entrusted to implement the Plan as it stands, as a matter of urgency.

At the same time we note that the Basin Plan is already a compromise; 3200 GL of water returned to the environment is the bare minimum required to keep the Murray Mouth open and the Coorong alive and it leaves many wetlands and native species at risk.

During the development of the Basin Plan in November 2011 the Wentworth Group of scientists found that the best publicly available science presented in the 2010 Guide to the draft Plan said that 3,856 - 6,983 GL of water was needed to be recovered from consumptive use to achieve hydrologic and environmental goals. This was later revised to a minimum of 4,000 GL just to flush out the 2 million tonnes of salt accumulated in the system annually. The final iteration of the Plan compromised on 3200 GL. Currently 2106 Gl has been restored and there is no confidence about the return of the water remaining.

The system remains at the tipping point of sustainability. There are signs that the river and wetlands of international importance are recovering slowly, but this will take years and there is no resilience in the system. The evidence is there in the slow recovery of species, the return of migratory birds in limited numbers, and biodiversity of the estuarine ecology. The Coorong, a Ramsar-listed wetland, remains in a critical state. A simple fact is that dredging the Mouth of the Murray has not stopped, despite the provision in the Murray Darling Basin Plan for dredging being necessary only one year in ten.

At present the state of the Darling River is of particular concern to this region. Flows from the Darling are critical for the health of the freshwater and estuarine systems including fish breeding events.

---

**Approach:** The Commission welcomes feedback on its approach to assessing the Basin Plan.

The River Lakes and Coorong Action Group welcomes the opportunity to submit and supports the Commission’s approach to assessing the Basin Plan, noting particularly dot points 1-5 on pp 9 and 10 of the Commission’s Issues Paper. At the same time, we are deeply concerned that the Plan has been undermined in so many ways any evaluation will be of a failing Plan and not the progress that was scheduled to take place in this time-frame. Our concerns include the following:

1. Five years after legislation the River system has not benefited as it should have from the Basin Plan as legislated, the system remains at the tipping point of sustainability, and there are many unknowns which obscure aspects of implementation of the Plan, and may further undermine it. These include:
• Efficacy of some scientific work and hydrological modelling (concerns raised by CSIRO and Wentworth Group)


• Water Resource Plans in preparation by the States. The critical NSW Water Resource Plan is more than twelve months overdue.

• The impact of climate change on the implementation of the Basin Plan. While the MDBA has adopted an adaptive management approach https://www.mdba.gov.au/news/mdb-fact-climate-change-basin-plan, this approach is based on having accurate data, sound science and modelling, and states’ cooperation through Water Resource Plans. None of these appear to be in place.

2. Further, with reference to the Commission’s approach, RLCAG notes that the implementation of the Basin Plan is subject to an unwelcome level of politicisation. In a political situation outcomes may derive more from a few stakeholders’ ability to influence processes than adherence to legislation, let alone taking account of the views and wishes of a majority who seek a fair allocation of water for all users including the environment.

Information request 2 SDL’s: The Commission is seeking information on:

a. risks that may prevent Basin States from successfully implementing SDL adjustment projects

While we support the Basin Plan as legislated, the River Lakes and Coorong Action Group believes that there should be no further reduction in the amount of water returned to the system until a proper baseline of accountability is established.

The Wentworth Group of Concerned Scientists has conducted a detailed assessment of the 37 projects proposed for SDL adjustment. They developed a set of 12 conditions based on Basin Plan requirements that the projects need to meet to honour the Prime Minister’s and COAG’s commitments to implementing the Plan ‘on time and in full’. Their assessment showed that:

1. Only one project, the South Australian Murray Key Focus Area meets the necessary conditions for approval. Approval of this project for SDL adjustment is however, contingent on upstream constraints proposals meeting targets in the Constraints Management Strategy.

2. Eleven of the projects (representing in the order of 150–270 GL water savings) require additional information before a proper assessment can be undertaken. With such information it might be possible for some or all of the projects to satisfy the 12 conditions for approval. However, all projects would need to ensure there is no significant change in environmental flows reaching the Lower Lakes and Coorong (Condition 3).

3. Twenty five projects (representing in the order of 316–436 GL) do not satisfy these conditions and should not be approved in their current form. This includes The Living Murray works which, although they are able to be considered for an SDL adjustment, they are not likely to result in equivalent environmental outcomes because of the environmental risks identified.”

Many of the environmental risks identified relate to water quality and salinity impacts of works projects, some of which may require the use of environmental water to mitigate the risk of blackwater events and raised salinity as a result of the operation of the projects. Should this situation arise it would require a further adjustment of the SDL to provide more environmental water.
The Wentworth Group further concludes that many of the projects have unknown or unacceptable governance arrangements and some of the Victorian works projects do not represent value for money, being more expensive than the $1900/ML offset agreed by jurisdictions. (Summary Environmental Defender’s Office, Victoria 2018)

The River Lakes and Coorong Action Group believes that the Federal and Basin State governments and the MDBA must re-negotiate all Sustainable Diversion Limit Mechanism projects to ensure that they meet the 12 Wentworth Group conditions before projects are considered for inclusion in an SDL adjustment.

Further legislation must also give certainty for the return of 450GL of water for the environment as specified in the original Basin Plan agreement to ensure the total amount of 3200 GL before approval of any SDL projects.

b. the extent to which adopting a different definition of ‘neutral or improved socioeconomic outcomes’ for efficiency measures to what is in the Basin Plan would affect the likelihood of projects being delivered on time and on budget

c. whether there are other novel approaches to recovering water for the environment, such as purchase of entitlement options, that may contribute to Basin Plan outcomes while achieving neutral socioeconomic outcomes.

Information request 3 Northern basin review The Commission is seeking information on actions governments should now take to achieve SDLs in the Northern Basin.

We believe that the Australian Government and the MDBA have the power to renegotiate the ‘toolkit’ measures proposed in the Northern Basin Review, as these were outside the legislation. These measures were to subject to separate intergovernmental agreement independent of the Basin Plan amendment and can proceed without any legislative change.

Information request 4 Constraints management The Commission is seeking information on:

a. why progress to remove constraints has been slower than expected

We believe that concerns about negative impacts and the extent of potential flooding are often overstated for political reasons.

We support the position of the Environmental Defender’s Office, Victoria, that:

Communities remember the devastation caused by flooding in 2010 and 2012 but forget that this was caused by historically extreme rainfall. The volumes of held environmental water are small in comparison. ...........

In reality no environmental manager is going to be rash enough to release all their precious water in a single event. Environmental watering is carefully planned to create variability in the flow regime and requires approval from the water resource manager before any release takes place. In the case of the Goulburn, the water resource manager is Goulburn-Murray Water who have guaranteed that they will not release environmental water if it will have third party impacts.
The whole point of a Constraints Management Strategy is exactly that – to manage constraints and mitigate the impacts. Successful constraints management will allow the investment in environmental water to achieve much greater benefits for all users of the Basin to enjoy.

b. the implications of this slow progress

The slow process has delayed progress on delivering the 450 GL, which is urgently needed to meet Basin Plan targets. It has exposed the CEWH to accusations that he has more water than he can deliver so should sell back to irrigators.

c. what can be done to ensure that constraints are removed in a more timely manner while managing impacts on third parties

We suggest that the MDBA should provide information to explain the benefits of constraint removal, including the benefits of preventing blackwater events and the benefits of floodplain inundation for regeneration, biodiversity, cropping, grazing and recreational use.

d. strategies that are, or could be, put in place to increase the extent to which Basin Plan objectives are met when constraints cannot be removed.

Environmental water flows should be prioritised under the Basin Plan and monitored closely so that they are not subject to water theft.

Information request 5 Recovery of water for the environment: The Commission is seeking information on:

a. the extent to which the Australian Government’s strategy to recover water in areas where gaps remain will be cost effective, align with the Basin Plan’s environmental objectives, and be transparent

b. risks to achieving water recovery targets by 1 July 2019 and, where not already addressed under current arrangements, how any shortfalls may be resolved

As we stated in the introduction, the 3200Gl of water already represented a compromise. River water was already over-allocated at the time of the Water Act. The development of the Plan was therefore a difficult exercise in clawing water back for the system. The 1500 GL cap on water buybacks voted in the Senate in October 2015 was not timely or cost effective. The cap forces over reliance on infrastructure projects which are not ready to be implemented, have not been embraced by eastern States, and will take years to construct. The proposal to reduce SDL’s in the “southern basin” in May 2018 by 605GL is of concern for reasons stated above and should not go ahead without substantial re-negotiation with the proponents by the MDBA.

It is an uncertain landscape, the RLCAG position is that this is not the time for new projects like the hastily tendered Broken Hill pipeline and we understand numbers of new irrigation projects that are springing up along the Murray.
In a year of extremely low water flows, the environment must be one of the first to get its allocation. There is a significant risk that the use of average flows in the plan screen us from seeing how the plan will work in a one in 25 or one in 50 year low flow event. Members of the River Lakes and Coorong Action Group would like to be reassured that with the current plan and any subsequent amendment that the environment was not adversely or significantly affected. An adverse outcome would probably mean a loss of a species. Hardship in an economic sense may not equate to the loss of a species. This is a risk we cannot afford.

c. examples of water recovery (both infrastructure projects and purchases) that have been either well implemented or had major deficiencies, including risks to securing contracted but not yet delivered water from watersaving infrastructure projects.

The 1500 gigalitres cap on water buybacks passed in the Senate in September 2015 was not timely. Water buybacks assured the return of real water to the system. Capping buybacks has simply made it more difficult to achieve the Basin Plan’s targets because it places reliance on infrastructure efficiency projects which are in disarray, as noted above. Even if infrastructure efficiency projects are re-negotiated to meet the Wentworth Group of Scientists’ twelve conditions, which is the position of RLCAG, those projects will take ten or more years to implement.

At the same time, the history of water recovery under the Plan has been beset by examples of politicisation, partisan influence and lack of accountability.

The purchase of Tandou Station’s water rights by the federal Department of Agriculture and Water Resources, for $78m, almost twice the price recommended by the Australian Bureau of Agricultural and Resource Economics and Sciences (Abara), when the property near Broken Hill had been unable to grow irrigated crops because of a lack of water for some years, is a case in point.

Some policies do not survive more than one political term. The RLCAG is also concerned that the outcome of water for the environment prescribed in the 2002 Living Murray initiative to return 500 GL of water to the environment by 2009. We understand that this amount of water was still to be returned and was to remain separate from the Plan.

Members remain deeply concerned about the management of the Menindee Lakes and the state of the lower Darling River, critical to the health of the system and to achieving the outcomes of the Plan.

Information request 6 Structural adjustment assistance (resilient communities) The Commission is seeking information on:

a. what specific assistance has been provided to help communities adjust to the Basin Plan
We note the disparity between the $13 billion water budget and the $100 million structural adjustment budget across the Basin. The region of the Lower Murray around the Lakes and Coorong has not received structural adjustment programs or funding under the Basin Plan. The last funding received by the community was for a revegetation project the Lower Lakes Remediation and Green Jobs Package to combat acid sulphate soils around the Lakes in 2008-2012.

b. the extent to which this assistance has supported particular industries or regions
We understand anecdotally that South Australia has shown a more enthusiastic uptake of funding for irrigation efficiency projects than other states with some $240m worth of projects under contract or completed.
One example given is of a state of the art rotary dairy at Monteith south of Murray Bridge, that has been able return 300 ML of water to the system through the establishment of a feed pad system.

c. evidence that this assistance has facilitated adjustment that would not have otherwise occurred and has contributed to meeting the intended outcome of the Basin Plan, including more resilient industries and communities with confidence in their long term future.

It is difficult to tie socio-economic outcomes to water recovery outcomes. The comparative budgets of $100 m compared to the $13bn water budget indicate a reliance on water recovery as the main strategy for structural adjustment.

At the same time it is difficult to tie socio-economic outcomes to water recovery outcomes. We question however whether socio-economic change in the Basin is critically tied to the effect of the Basin Plan. As one person has put it, a town in the Mallee with no river frontage is experiencing very similar socio-economic impacts because of changes in farming technology. There is a current example of the Cook farming family at Minlaton whose permanent workforce has dropped from 6 to one person in the last 50 years. https://www.banksa.com.au/content/dam/bsa/downloads/about_us/BankSA_BusinessFocus_April_18.pdf

Changing technology and farming practices are the biggest risks to farm growth and employment opportunities in agricultural regions.

Tourism returns $7 bn to the Basin economy, equivalent to irrigation.

________________________________________________________________________________

Information request 7 Accreditation of Water Resources Plans
The Commission is seeking information on:

a. the main risks to remaining WRPs being finalised and accredited by mid 2019

b. how, and to what extent, recent measures to make the WRP accreditation process more efficient and streamlined have sped up the preparation of WRPs and whether there are opportunities to further streamline the accreditation process for WRPs

c. other ways WRPs or associated planning processes (e.g. consultation, modelling inputs) could be changed to better meet the objectives of the Basin Plan

d. how effective Basin States have been in consulting with all relevant stakeholders

e. the main risks to planning assumption work being finalised on time.

The risk that State Water Resource Plans may not be fully developed by mid 2019 is of real concern and underlines the precarious interface between state and federal implementation of the Murray Darling Basin Plan.

We understand that the South Australian government is preparing Water Resource Plans in three areas in three stages, for the South Australian Murray region including the Coorong (by December 2017) Eastern Mount Lofty Ranges (by October 2018) and South Australian River Murray (by 30 June 2019).

We note that state Water Allocation Plans are already in existence for these NRM regions, and are prescribed for sustainable management under State legislation. However water take has not been actually prescribed in key areas including the Finnis River, South Australia’s second largest river and a tributary of the Murray.
Information request 8 Environmental Water and delivery

The Commission is seeking information on:

a. how environmental water planning under the Environmental Management Framework is, or is not, facilitating achievement of the Basin Plan’s environmental objectives within legislated timeframes, and what improvements should be made.

Part 2 of The Basin Plan specifies the overall environmental objectives of the Basin Plan, at 8.04 (a) to protect and restore water-dependent ecosystems of the Murray-Darling Basin; and (b) to protect and restore the ecosystem functions of water-dependent ecosystems; and (c) to ensure that water-dependent ecosystems are resilient to climate change and other risks and threats.

Part 2 includes specific markers of improvement in relation to Lakes Alexandrina and Albert, the Murray Mouth and the Coorong, a wetland of international importance.

This region is a complex marine, estuarine and freshwater system. The health of Lakes Alexandrina and Albert, the Murray Mouth and the Coorong is a clear indicator of the health of the system as a whole, acting as ‘the canary in the mine’. Generally, rivers die from the mouth up. In the case of the Murray Darling the impact of overallocation and over extraction obscures this. Evaluation in this region is further limited by the lack of scientific data available.

There is anecdotal evidence of the value of environmental flows, including significant increases in numbers of black bream. Local fishers state however that environmental flows have been delivered on the back of significant natural flows, and point out that median level flows are critical for maintaining ecological health.

It is apparent that while there have been improvements registered since 2006 - 2012, nowhere is there evidence of full recovery and certainly not to the point of resilience. In 2009 Lake Alexandrina was running at -1 m AHD to -0.3m AHD, and water levels had receded dramatically with the shrinking of the volume of Lake Alexandrina from 1100 Gl to 660 GL, almost half. Today the managed level of the Lake is running at .05 AHD.

The Ramsar wetlands of the Coorong, Lakes Albert and Alexandrina remain in a fragile state, at the tipping point of sustainability.

Dr Faith Coleman (Ecoprotem) points out that “when managing a wetland, the common approach is to leave it alone for it to heal itself” but that water flow in the Coorong, Lakes Albert and Alexandrina Ramsar wetland has been constantly modified. “This modification has either been within the wetland itself, in the form of flow- restricting roads, banks, barrages and drains, or up-catchment, in the form of dams and irrigation activities.” Consequently it has become increasingly difficult to ‘freshen’ the 70 km long Northern Lagoon. As a result there has been a build up of of organic carbon and sulphur into the water body, in various oxidization states. The combination of these leads to significant benthic invertebrate kills, most recently during January – March 2018.

At Pelican Point in the Northern Coorong, a traditional pelican breeding ground recognised in Ngarrindjeri lore, pelican breeding has never recovered. The local Aboriginal eco-tourism business has closed down.

The Southern Coorong remains dry. Local fishers who have fished in this region for three and five generations report that there has been no commercial fishing in the southern Coorong for more than 20 years.
The Basin Plan S 8.06 provides specifically that the Murray Mouth remains open at frequencies, and for durations, sufficient to ensure that the tidal exchanges maintain the Coorong’s water quality (in particular salinity levels) within the tolerance of the Coorong ecosystem’s resilience. Basin Plan modelling indicated that the recovery of 3200 Gl for the environment would ensure that the Mouth stayed open nine years out of ten, without the need for dredging. In fact, dredging at the Mouth of the Murray has not stopped, except for maintenance of the dredges. Given other successful outcomes of the delivery of environmental water, and the importance of flushing salt through the Mouth, we believe that this target should not be abandoned but that there should be a reexamination of the modelling to establish how to achieve this target.

**b. how effective and efficient the delivery of environmental water is — including through coordination among owners of held environmental water, managers of planned environmental water and other stakeholders — and how any barriers could be reduced**

It is not possible to assess adequately how effective and efficient the delivery of environmental water has been to this area without the delivery of the prescribed environmental flows and more detailed reliable data (please see point e. below).

The delivery of environmental water to this region is compounded by problems of delivery upstream.

This is further underlined by politicisation and particular dealings to the point of corruption.

**Politiced misinformation**

There are three common themes to political lobbying against the return of environmental water to the lower Murray River, Lakes Alexandrina and Albert, and the Coorong. These are inaccurate and distressing for people who have spent years advocating for a fair share of water for this region.

These are:

- South Australia wastes water. This statement is often linked to statements like: Why send water downstream that will evaporate off Lake Alexandrina?
- Building of weirs/dams/bunds / blockages in the system to hold water back upstream
- The Lakes and Coorong were not a freshwater system and therefore we should flood the region with saltwater.

**South Australia is the most efficient and compliant MDB state**

As the MDBA recognises, South Australia receives 7% of the water allocation for the Basin and 7% of the population in the Basin are in South Australia. Most of the water that flows into South Australia remains in the river for the benefit of the environment. River Murray water is also critical for the human needs of the 1.29m people of Adelaide and across the Eyre Peninsula.

SA was the first state to voluntarily put a cap on entitlements in 1969, and South Australian irrigators have a history of being among the most efficient and innovative across Australia. South Australian irrigators employ fully-piped pressurised irrigation systems and have led the way in adopting efficiencies like drip line irrigation as opposed to spray irrigation.

Currently, South Australian irrigators lead other states in terms of metering and compliance, and this has been the case for some time.

**Lake Alexandrina’s rate of evaporation is lower than the Hume and Chaffey Dams**

Since 2006 the idea arises from time to time that water delivered to South Australia is wasted through evaporation from Lake Alexandrina. Lake Alexandrina has a surface area of 649 km2 at an average depth of 3m going down to 6m, and stores 1,610 Gl of water. Because it is such large body of water located in a mild temperate climate the rate of evaporation is low - CSIRO modelling.
shows a rate of 1060 mm compared with the Hume Dam rate of 1075 mm, with actually ‘reverse evaporation’ in the months May to July. (McJannet D.L., Webster I.T., Stenson M.P., Sherman B.S. Estimating open water evaporation for the Murray Darling Basin - A report to the Australian government from the CSIRO Murray-Darling Basin Sustainable Yields Project November 2008 pp 21-25) Estimates vary and rates of evaporation vary each year. While Lake Alexandrina is a large body of water and a larger surface area lake will lose more than a small one, the rates of evaporation at Renmark and Mildura are likely to be twice what they are in the region of the Lakes and Murray Mouth. Lake Alexandrina has a lower rate of evaporation than the Hume Dam, and its rate of evaporation is half that of Chaffey Dam.

Dams add to the problem, not alleviate it

Proposals to dam the system are of great concern and are the reason that the River Lakes and Coorong Action group first formed, to combat the building of the proposed Pomanda Weir under the South Australian Government’s Water for Good policy.

A whole of system approach is underlined. The system should work so that there is sufficient water in the Murray to hold back the Darling, and sufficient Darling flows to push water out the Mouth.

We would like to debunk, once and for all, any concept of further weirs or dams in the area of Lock 1.

The Lakes and Coorong are a complex freshwater and estuarine environment

Anecdotally, some of the first pastoralists to settle in this area drove their cattle from Adelaide and settled at the first major expanse of fresh water they found - Lake Alexandrina. These families still water their cattle from the Lake today. Their station diaries show a history of freshwater extending back some 160 years.

That this is primarily a freshwater system has been shown in scientific studies. We attach here, in full, a paper contributed by River Lakes and Coorong action Group member Paul Davis.

AN ENVIRONMENTAL HISTORY OF THE LOWER LAKES AND THE COORONG

Jennie Fluin, Deborah Haynes and John Tibby. September 2009


Extracts from the above report

This report reviews the diatom-based evidence for the history of salinity and pH in Lake Alexandrina and The Coorong. Diatoms are a type of aquatic algae that have species compositions highly influenced by the salinity and pH of their host waters. In addition, because they build their cell wall from silica, diatoms preserve in sediment. Hence, by examining the species composition of diatoms in dated sediment cores, it is possible to obtain a record of pH and salinity change through time.

Our review has found for Lake Alexandrina:

• There is no evidence in the 7000 year record of substantial marine incursions into Lake Alexandrina.
• In addition, there is no evidence in the Lake Alexandrina record of any periods of significant acidification events. Indeed, our evidence suggests that pH at the sites examined has always remained well above seven.
• There were substantial alterations to the diatom community in Lake Alexandrina following European settlement and particularly after barrage installation.
• Our review of The Coorong has found that:
  — the pre – European diatom flora from The Coorong is dominated by diatoms associated with marine and estuarine environments
  — diatoms derived from the River Murray and Lake Alexandrina penetrated no further south than Noonameena in the North Coorong Lagoon
• These data suggest that the primary role of River Murray discharge was to:
  — keep the Murray Mouth open and allow sea water into The Coorong
  — generate estuarine conditions at the northern end of the North Lagoon during high flow periods
  — facilitate circulation and mixing in the North Lagoon such that salinities were maintained at or below those of seawater
• Fresh / brackish surface and groundwater flows from the South East region played a major role in controlling salinity levels in the South Lagoon
• The post – European diatom floras in The Coorong are substantially different to those of the pre – European and suggest a widespread increase in salinity. (p2)

To summarise, in terms of salinity, it would seem that there was a salinity continuum in Lake Alexandrina prior to barrage construction. At the river mouth, close to the location of the Goolwa Barrage, there is strong evidence of estuarine conditions. Moving up the Goolwa Channel, into the centre of the lake, salinity diminishes to mostly fresh conditions with the occasionally salinity peak due likely to prevailing wind conditions or extended period of low river flow. Towards the north – eastern section of the lake, there is essentially no evidence for salinity elevated above fresh to slightly brackish conditions. These patterns exist for all the documented record (i.e. 7000 years). (p11)
Our findings demonstrate that the current state of The Coorong and Lower Lakes is without precedent and that the ecosystems are very different to those which existed prior to European settlement of the region. (p22)

Many proposals in regard to the management of the CLLMM region draw upon inferences about their pre-impact condition. In particular, some calls to allow sea water into Lake Alexandrina have been justified by an assumption that sea water would have penetrated into the Basin in the past. However, as is summarised in Figure 6, this is not the case and the majority of the Lake has been fresh for its entire history. (Emphasis added) (p22)

**Diatom evidence accords with the hydrology as per the following:**

Webster (2005) has documented the hydrodynamics of The Coorong and his conclusions are as follows:
The hydrodynamics of The Coorong, that is its currents, water levels and salinity regime, are driven by freshwater flows through the barrages and from the Upper Southeast drainage area, wind blowing over the water surface, evaporation and precipitation, and by sea level fluctuations propagating through the Mouth channel. Sea level fluctuations are due to the tides, the passage of
storms and weather systems, and to a seasonal cycle of water level variation in the Southern Ocean. Significant barrage flows serve three main functions from the hydrodynamic perspective. They ensure that the Mouth channel is scoured out for at least part of the year allowing sea level fluctuations to penetrate into The Coorong to cause currents and mixing which are essential for removing accumulated salt. Barrage flows introduce fresh water into The Coorong which is eventually drawn and mixed into the South Lagoon thereby lowering salinities. Thirdly, large barrage flows elevate the water level and ensure that mixing exchange through the narrow, shallow channel between the two lagoons is more effective (Webster, 2005). (p15)

The diatom data summarised herein are not inconsistent with such a model. (Emphasis added) (p15)

Other useful references:

Bourman, Bob. 2010. Life of the Murray


Compiled by Paul Davis
0414 560 748

b. whether Australian and State Government objectives for the delivery of environmental water align, any examples of where this has not been the case, and how differences are resolved through the Environmental Management Framework

c. the extent to which the Prerequisite Policy Measures (PPMs) assumed to exist under the Basin Plan will be in place by the target date of 30 June 2019, so that the Plan’s environmental objectives can be achieved under the SDLs agreed by governments, and how any identified concerns should be addressed

d. any opportunities to better integrate environmental water planning and management with natural resource management programs and complementary works to facilitate achievement of the Basin Plan’s environmental objectives.

This is an area where increased and more efficient data collection could utilise the skills of a number of independent and community groups.

Around the Lower Murray, Lakes Alexandrina and Albert, there are several community groups who carry out monitoring of the water levels and salinity levels. These include the Finniss Catchment Group. A number of fishers are working in the Lakes and Coorong on a regular, if not daily basis. There is considerable expertise and local scientific knowledge in these groups. This knowledge could be employed more effectively.

Dr Faith Coleman (Ecoprotem) points out the need for reliable data collection in evaluating the effectiveness and efficiency of the delivery of environmental water:
“One of the greatest challenges when managing the Coorong, is the current lack of knowledge around the spatial impacts of water flow or level variation on salinity, sediment and nutrient distribution, over various temporal scales.

During the Millennium drought, significant funds were spent on a large range of baseline and short-term monitoring programs. Unfortunately, each of these designed for specific purposes, so either did not cover the basic attributes for estuarine characterization, were not undertaken frequently enough, did not assess enough places for spatial comparison or were not undertaken long enough to answer the questions we currently have, in regard to the impact of normal flow regimes. Most of these assessment and monitoring programs (as summarized in the EPA's Coorong, Lakes and Murray Mouth Water Quality Monitoring Program 2009-2016) are no longer undertaken.

The current department water quality monitoring of the Coorong is almost entirely the outputs of permanent automated monitoring stations, with the majority around the Murray Mouth. While historically these sites occasionally had manual water quality, they now all take Electrical Conductivity at a single unspecified depth and water level. Some also monitor temperature.”

There is little communication between community groups and established committees, unless particular relationships exist. This disjunct is of concern in the implementation of a Plan which is perceived as increasingly process-driven. Throughout the history of formalised water use there have been examples of government policy being opposed by community groups because of their local knowledge which contradicted the policy. The SA government’s Water for Good policy is one example.

---

**Information request 9 Water quality and salinity management** The Commission is seeking information on:

a. any inconsistencies between the various national water quality guidelines and the water quality management plan requirements in WRPs and whether these inconsistencies are being resolved and managed

b. the adequacy of the actions of water managers to achieve the water quality objectives of the Basin Plan.

Clearly there is a need for increased flows to meet the water quality objectives of the Murray Darling Basin Plan as evidenced by the frequent recurrence of algal blooms along the river system.

To comment on the scale of the issue in this region, the following calculation by former member of this group may be of interest:

Given that there are about 500,000 minutes in a year, the amount of salt which needs to be flushed out of the Murray Mouth is about 4 tonnes every minute. If you can imagine a semitrailer carrying 20 tonnes, the system needs one of those every 5 minutes of every day to get rid of the Basin's salt load. It's one of the many ecosystem services that the Murray provides - one of Australia's biggest freight services.

The amount of salt and toxic nutrients flushed out each year would fill 2/3 of the Melbourne Cricket Ground.

Locally we believe there has been a reduction in the number of real-time recordings of salinity in the Lakes and Coorong but there are still a number of markers in place. Community members are engaged in a community monitoring program which could be further supported. In this area salinity
can fluctuate because of wind and currents, for example from 200 EC to 2000+ EC observed recently.

There is a need for ongoing research and modelling of systems throughout the Basin, including to achieve a better understanding of the impact of coal seam gas fracking on groundwater systems and the Great Artesian Basin. The relationship of groundwater and the GAB to the Murray Darling system was not well understood at the time of development of the Plan. In this context, we understand that coal seam gas activities mobilise salt, which will impact on the Murray Darling Basin system. In this context we cite the Healthy Headwaters study of 2013, which is available at
https://qldgov.softlinkhosting.com.au/liberty/opac/search.do?mode=ADVANCED&limit=All&action=search&queryTerm=Healthy+HeadWaters+Coal+Seam+Gas+Water+Feasibility+Study&includeNonPhysicalItems=true&resourceCollection=All&branch=All&operator=AND_open=1

Information request 10 Water trading rules The Commission is seeking information on:

a. whether the Basin Plan trading rules advance the water trading objectives and outcomes stated in chapter 5 of the Plan
b. whether changes to state trading rules made to date as part of implementation of the Basin Plan adequately recognise and protect the environment and third party interests
c. whether implementation of the Basin Plan has improved access to market information and what further actions Basin States, irrigation infrastructure operators or the MDBA might need to take
d. whether processes for reviewing Basin State trading rules — including the roles of the MDBA and the water trade working group — are sufficiently transparent, evidence-based and consultative.

Information request 11 Critical human water needs The Commission is seeking information on:

a. risks to meeting critical human water needs (CHWN) under the Basin Plan, how the Plan addresses these risks, and what, if any, further measures are required

Information request 12 Monitoring, evaluation and enforcement The Commission is seeking information on:

a. risks to the MDBA’s ability to monitor and enforce compliance with the Basin Plan and WRPs from July 2019, and what, if any changes should be made to address these risks
b. the extent to which noncompliance with the Basin Plan will be addressed by recent changes to compliance and enforcement announced by governments
c. any further changes that should be introduced to increase water take compliance across the Basin.

The River Lakes and Coorong Action Group is extremely concerned at the flagrant refusal of individuals and vested interest groups to be accountable under the Basin Plan.

Under the principle of a working River for all water users it should be a first principle that if a user is not prepared to meter their take that user should not have a water licence, and this should be enforceable.

The ability or will of State governments to enforce compliance does not inspire confidence.
A member of the River Lakes and Coorong Action Group has for some months tried to track funding of $31.2 m granted to the NSW government for telemetric metering

**Information request 13 Basin institutional and governance arrangements** The Commission is seeking information on:

a. how well current arrangements for monitoring, evaluation and reporting support the delivery of the objectives of the Basin Plan; and how they could be improved to increase the likelihood of the objectives being met

b. whether there is a clear delineation of responsibilities for monitoring, evaluating and reporting on the Basin Plan, and, if not, how it could be improved

c. the usefulness of the MDBA’s Framework for Evaluating Progress and its recent application in evaluating the Basin Plan

d. how data and information obtained through monitoring, evaluation and reporting could be made more useful for decision making and evaluation of the Basin Plan (including how to make this data and information more outcomes focused)

e. the general information required to provide confidence to communities and others that the Plan is being implemented well and is achieving its objectives

f. whether processes are in place to monitor key risks to the continued availability of Basin water resources.

Current monitoring, evaluation and reporting are undermined at federal and state levels. The MDBA Framework for Evaluating Progress suffers from a lack of availability of real baseline data and from state and federal governments’ failure to adhere to the legislated implementation of the Basin Plan.

Communities in this region have confidence in the Basin Plan legislation but have real concerns about the management and implementation of the Plan under the existing structure of Australian and State governments.

The River Lakes and Coorong Action Group has long advocated changes to S100 of the Constitution so that the management of the Murray Darling Basin is governed by the Australian government with an Authority properly funded and equipped with the powers to manage and monitor this extraordinary resource for the benefit of the whole system including Indigenous cultural purposes, irrigators, fishers, recreational users, and the environment.

Communities throughout the system see the River and its wetlands every day, take climatic conditions into account and are able to form opinions. Community landcare groups in this region regularly undertake monitoring of water levels and water quality including salinity.

However, at present, using publicly available data, it is not possible for the community to assess the South Australian Government against their reporting requirements to the Commonwealth Environmental Water Holder.

**Information request 14** The Commission is seeking information on:

a. whether current institutional and governance arrangements provide for sufficient oversight of the plan and support engagement with the community

b. whether there are risks to the achievement of the objectives of the Plan that arise from the current institutional and governance arrangements
c. what improvements can be made to ensure that institutional and governance arrangements are fit for the next phase of implementing the Plan.

Members of the River Lakes and Coorong Action Group do not believe that current institutional and governance arrangements provide for sufficient oversight of the plan and support engagement with the community.

We believe that current institutional and governance arrangements are the single biggest risk to the achievement of the objectives of the Plan, and this is a matter of great concern in this community. We understood that the legislation of the Murray Darling Basin Plan contained sufficient powers for the Australian Government to ensure States’ cooperation with the Plan as agreed, but we have been informed on more than one occasion by our Liberal party elected representatives at state and federal level, that this is not the case, that NSW will ‘walk away’ from the Plan, and that the Plan ‘will fall over’. Clearly, to achieve a healthy working river system with a fair allocation for all water users including the environment, there needs to be cooperation and compliance among all states in the current unwieldy governance structure. In our view, the Murray Darling Basin Authority needs reform, the legislation needs strengthening to ensure cooperation of the States, and the Authority needs sufficient funding to implement an enforceable system of compliance.

At this point we would like to submit questions and comments compiled by a RLCAG member, printed below in full. These questions and comments outline some of the key concerns of this group.

**Questions and Comments for the Productivity Commission Inquiry**

1. Will the Commission identify the key institutional failings that have resulted in the present compromise of the Basin Plan?
   a. Will recommendations be made that address institutional failings?
   b. Will recommendations be made in relation to these issues?

2. Will the Commission identify breaches of the MDB agreement at a political level?

3. Will the Commission address matters such as political resistance and the influence of special interest groups?
   a. Will the Commission address the obvious failure of the Commonwealth Water Minister to support the implementation?
   b. Will it also note the influence of lobbyists and the deliberate distortion of scientific facts in relation to the Coorong and Lower Lakes Ramsar Wetlands?

4. Will the commission identify the reasons for the failure to implement basic infrastructure changes that would improve irrigation water delivery systems such as replacing open channels with piped systems

5. Economic benefits flow from improved environmental conditions. Are these to be taken into account and how?

6. Will the Commission be identifying the potential and actual negative economic impact on industry groups and communities resulting from the failure to meet MDB Plan targets?
   a. Will the Commission be recommending compensation to industry groups and communities impacted by the implementation failures?

7. Will the Commission be noting the cost to Australia’s reputation that arise from its failure to meet international agreements such as the: Ramsar Wetlands Convention, CAMBA and JAMBA.
   a. Will the Commission’s findings in relation to environmental impacts on the various MDB Ramsar Wetlands including the Coorong and Lower Lakes Ramsar Wetland be forwarded to the Ramsar Secretariat?
Paul Davis
17 April 2018

For further information please contact:
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riverlakescoorong@gmail.com